Definition and description of
competences that derive from
practicing singing in second
language learning and music as
enhancer of social inclusion.
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Introduction and basic principles
European countries are getting increasingly multicultural. Education, both in formal and non-formal settings, needs to review priorities
relevant to inclusive society and to the challenges that arise from the kinds of thinking and working skills needed in the workplace of the new
millennium.
Jobs will change in unpredictable ways in a near future and there will be the need for creative thinking, creative problem solving and
communication skills, persistence and capacity to work in a team.
Music and singing in ensembles deliver all these and create space for social cohesion, learning from others and enjoying diversity.
Youth workers who are very often called to teach the host country language and to harmonize the relationships existing among migrant youth,
local people and national realities, need to add some new competences to those already acquired through study, professional practice and
personal growth.
The POMELO project expands their teaching/mentoring/facilitating strategies by applying the educational power of music and singing for
language teaching, social inclusion and a legacy of needed skills.
Although a music training would help, it is not essential to be music trained to use music and singing activities. The trainees know that their
youth workers are not artists and do not expect them to be perfect. What is essential is to transmit passion for music and singing, and perhaps
just starting through sharing the music preferences of each in the group.
Through music preferences sharing, a process of mutual curiosity and respect will start. This needs to be led/facilitated by the youth worker.
This first step will be followed, for instance, by sharing songs in each participants’ language, by creating new lyrics together, by singing the new
songs in a choir and/or through just few voices and accompanying with music instruments.
Apparently simple procedures can be activated in the group but the results will lead to deep listening to each other and here the whole process
of harmony and cohesion in the group will start.
Task of the youth worker is a kind of self-learning implementation that will start with few essential self-analyses on relevant questions/issues,
such as: “How open am I towards migrants’ music culture?”, “In its music, each country puts its own signature: am I able to respect musical
patterns unfamiliar and really different from the Western music I’m used to?”, “Am I able not to impose pressure to learn grammar and
vocabulary, but waiting instead that the singing practice will deliver its results in its own way and time?”, “I’m not music trained. Shall I be open
enough to learn together with the group and be capable of leading the group towards enjoyment and respect of each other?”
Those youth workers who will want to attend music classes, may do so through a variety of opportunities existing for adult music lessons.
Finally, the results of the POMELO experimentation lead to the following Competence Map.
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